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The main goal of the study was to conduct a business intelligence around 

Digital Twins employing patent landscape methodology. The research defined 

the current state of technology from patents perspective and discussed the 

impacts it might have on business opportunities around Digital Twins. The 

study is a part of DigiBuzz research project funded by Business Finland. The 

patent landscape shows that Digital Twin is in emerging phase of technological 

lifecycle. There is an increased number of newcomers, whereas key players 

have already strengthened their patent portfolios. High number of new filings 

could become a minefield for companies willing to implement the technology 

in the future. Originally evolving from aerospace, Digital Twin is continuing to 

spread to other domains. However, the increased global market potential could 

not be confirmed by patent data alone. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1. Background 

During the process of digital transformation, Digital Twin attracts attention of both industry 

and academia. Being a virtual representation of a physical asset, Digital Twin enables to 

describe asset’s behaviour during its lifecycle based on two-way automated communication. 

Linking the real and cyber spaces the technology provides with a number of benefits, 

particularly cost and time reduction on design stage, in-time maintenance of a product 

during lifecycle, failure prediction, and enabling knowledge management to streamline 

organization’s workflows on manufacturing and enterprise levels.     

 

Despite of broadly technical investigation (Borovkov et al., 2019; Lim et al., 2019; Lu et al., 

2020), there is not enough understanding how the technology should be implemented in 

business and service processes to generate benefits for all stakeholders. Cimino et al. 

(2019) specify that most of academic articles mainly focus on the theoretical investigation 

around Digital Twin and Industry 4.0 in general, rather than reporting practical applications 

thereof in manufacturing. One of the reasons is a lack of unified Digital Twin interpretation 

that complicates the collection of emergent knowledge and best practice on related 

business development. The situation is even more aggravated by lack of developed 

standards. This can be confusing and cause undesirable miscommunications among 

people (Autiosalo et al., 2020).  

 

Being a critical source of technical information (Asche, 2017), patents are frequently 

employed for business intelligence, particularly for technology competition assessment, 

market and competitors analysis and technology trending (Ernst, 2003). In the following, a 

patent landscape approach is employed to provide business intelligence around Digital 

Twins. As a part of DigiBuzz research project funded by Business Finland, the work aims 

to define the current state of Digital Twin technology from patents perspective and propose 

the impacts it might have on business opportunities around. The research does not touch 

the related concept definition or technical issues thereof.  
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1.2. Research Questions and objectives 

The aim of the thesis is to conduct a business intelligence around Digital Twins employing 

patent landscape approach. For this purpose, two main research questions and four sub-

questions were formulated.  

RQ1: What is a current state of Digital Twin technology from patents perspective?  

a. How active Digital Twin technology globally from the perspective of 

patenting? 

b. What are the leading priority and protection countries based on patent filing 

strategies?  

c. What technological domains are being developed now in accordance with 

patent classification? 

d. Who are the key assignees?  

RQ2: What kind of impacts the results found could have on business opportunities 

around Digital Twins? 

The first research question aims to define an actual patent landscape of Digital Twin 

technology. The second one intends to provide the understanding of business opportunities 

around Digital Twin technology based on the snapshot of existing patent activity. In Table 

1 the detailed formulations of research questions and objectives are presented. 

Table 1. Research Questions and Objectives. 

Research Questions Research Objectives 

RQ1: What is a current state of Digital Twin 
technology from patents perspective? 

To understand the actual patent landscape of 
Digital Twin technology for the past 10 years 

• How active Digital Twin technology 
globally from the perspective of 
patenting? 

To reveal trends in priority patent application 
filings, patent granting and legal status of 
their patent families. 

• What are the leading priority and 
protection countries based on 
patent filing strategies? 

To understand the top priority countries (R&D 
allocation) and the top country for second 
filing (potential market).  

• What technological domains are 
being developed now in 
accordance with patent 
classification? 

To identify top technology domains, where 
the assignees intend to use Digital Twins. 

• Who are the key assignees? To identify top assignees in the field and their 
patent strategies.    

RQ2: What kind of impacts the results 
found could have on business opportunities 
around Digital Twins? 

To understand business opportunities with 
Digital Twin technology based on the existing 
patent landscape 
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There are several objectives of the study. One of them is to understand the patterns and 

directions of global patent activity on Digital Twins during the last 10 years. The additional 

objective is to determine leading patent assignees and their patent strategies. Another one 

is to reveal the technological areas, distribution of patent activity within thereof and possible 

fields of Digital Twins application. The last objective is to identify the business opportunities 

for stakeholders based on these findings. 

1.3. Scope of the study 

The study relates to digital twin overview based on patent publications worldwide published 

during the last decade. The analysis does not touch the concept definition and focuses 

solely on business intelligence around digital twins based on the actual patent landscape 

snapshot. The patent information was analyzed with quantitative methods. The scope of the 

patent search was worldwide. The depth of the search - 10 years. All the patent data 

presented in the thesis were retrieved on February 19, 2020. The patent applications 

published after this data were not included into subsequent data analysis. To mitigate the 

ambiguity of Digital Twin interpretation, solely the keywords “digital twin” and “virtual twin” 

were used for retrieval. 

1.4. Structure of the thesis 

The first chapter of the thesis is an introduction part, describing the motivation for the 

research, outlining research questions and objectives. The second chapter represents the 

theoretical framework of the study, discussing a patent and patent information as a source 

of business intelligence as well as the concept of Digital Twin. The next chapter describe in 

detail the applied methodology and data retrieval, cleaning, grouping and analysis. The 

fourth part is a discussion of the patent landscape results aiming to answer the research 

questions. The last part is the final conclusions of the thesis.   
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2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

 

2.1. Patent information as a source for business intelligence 

Being a valuable source of technical knowledge, patents are extensively used for innovation  

and knowledge management (Aristodemou et al., 2018a), R&D planning (Ernst, 1997a), 

identifying potential partners (Angue et al., 2014; Jeon, 2011; Smyth, 2013). Nowadays, 

even policymakers approach patent analytics to support their policy decisions (Trippe, 

2015). Lee et al. (2017) defines patent information analysis as technology-based approach 

allowing to identify new business opportunities from competitive intelligence. Employing 

patent information, Chang (2012) proposed two-dimensional matrix for technological 

positioning of the firm among other actors (Fig. 1) 
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Fig. 1. Technological positioning of the firm based on patent information (adopted from 
Chang, 2012) 
 

Companies, possessing similar technological capabilities based on patent portfolio analysis 

and having a high interdependency based on patent citation analysis, can be classified as 

competitors or cooperators (Situation 1).  Companies, having similar patent portfolios with 

low interdependency, relate to potential direct competitors on the market (Situation 2). If 

companies have a high interdependency with high differentiation in technological 

capabilities, then they should be considered as cooperators (Situation 3).  The situation, 

when companies have different patent portfolios and low interdependency, excludes 

competition. However, the players can be considered as the actors for creation joint 

complimentary alliances (Situation 4).  
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Fig. 2 Theoretical development of patenting activity over time and S-curve concept of a 
technological life cycle (adopted from Stoffels et al., 2020) 
 

Business intelligence employs different patent indicators to answer who are the key players, 

competitors and what they are working on; what technologies are being developed now; 

how technology is trending; where the one has been developed and where the market for 

this technology (Ernst, 2003; Trippe, 2015). Moreover, Ernst (1997b) described theoretical 

development of patenting activity over the technological life cycle. This concept was chosen 

as validated with nearby technology, i.e. computerized numerical control machine tool 

technology. The concept assumes that patent activity passes three stages aligned with S-

cycle curve (Fig. 2). In the beginning, when patent activity appears and reaches the first 

peak, the emerging phase is observed. This phase is characterized by low competition and 

low integration of the technology in products and processes. After the first peak the patent 

activity is slightly decreasing up to considerable growth (consolidation phase). During this 

period, the competition is still low. However, the technology is steadily integrated into 

products or processes. The R&D effort are again concentrated around the technology 

considering the knowledge gained from the previous phase. During the market penetration 

phase the patent activity is raised dramatically due to increasing integration of technology 

into products and processes and appearing of new players in the field. Passing the second 

peak the technology enters maturity phase with high competition and market integration. 
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2.2. Patents  

Patent is a fixed-term monopoly granted by government of given country upon disclosure 

of an invention. The priority right allows one to use or sell an invention as well as to exclude 

others from the market. It is generally believed that patent application is filed to protect the 

real product which companies are going to invest in. However, in some cases patents can 

be used for misleading competitors (Langinier, 2005) or trolling (Heinecke, 2015). Moreover, 

the monopoly can restrict freedom of academic research (van Zeebroeck et al., 2008), 

especially in US (Biddle, 2014). In some cases patenting can be replaced by other strategies 

as publishing or secrecy (Holgersson et al., 2017). Overall, patents should be considered 

both as legal and business instruments.  

 

Drafting and filing patent applications along with maintaining of the granted patents require 

considerable financial expenses upwards of 10 000 USD per one application depending on 

the invention’s complexity, numbers of Office Action answered etc. (Trippe, 2015). Bearing 

in mind a territory restricted nature of a patent the mentioned sum should be multiplied on 

the number of protected countries. Therefore, companies, especially SMEs, commonly 

select the inventions to be patented quite carefully. In the long run, the selection made 

should be aligned both the company market strategy and budget constraints. 

 

To be granted with patent an invention shall be novel and have an inventive step along with 

industrial applicability. The same criteria, for example, are indicated in the PCT (1970) 

Article 33(1) and Article 35(2). These requirements were adopted by most countries with 

small variations fixed by national legislations. Being probably the most uniform criteria, 

novelty means the world-wide novelty. In other words, on the date of patent application filing 

the information about an invention should not be disclosed in any publicly available sources 

such as scientific publications, magazines, conference papers, books, advertisement’s 

brochures, web sites, patent publications etc. Otherwise the invention is lack of novelty and 

will be rejected by examination. Commonly companies prohibit to release its R&D findings 

until the patent application filing. Therefore, patent publications should be considered as a 

critical source of information for competitors' technology benchmarking.  

 

To receive a patent, one should file a national patent application or regional patent 

application with the national or regional authorities correspondingly. A patent application 

filed with an authority of first filing, generally, is known as a “parent” patent application or a 

“parent” patent in case of granting (Regulations under the PCT, 2019). Being filed based on 
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a “parent” patent application, the subsequent patent applications are known as “child” 

applications or “child” patents correspondingly. The secondary filing can be with the same 

authority in case of a divisional patent application or with the foreign authority in case of 

foreign patenting under PCT or Paris Convention. All these patent applications will form the 

patent family having commonly the one and same priority date corresponding to the first 

filing date of a “parent” application and laying generally in the scope of its disclosure. 

Therefore, to analyze a technology development it is important to trace the “parent” patent 

applications representing the inventions of corresponding patent families. 

 

Formally, patents are quite similar regardless of the issuing authorities. The document 

contains front page with bibliographic data, description, claims, abstract and drawings if any 

(Regulations under the PCT, 2019). Bibliographic data contains the special INID codes, 

regulated by WIPO, representing the information about applicants’ name, location, 

representatives, patent classification codes, patent lifecycle dates, inventors, cited patent 

publications. Patent classification codes reflect technology domains the invention related 

to. Information disclosed in patents is publicly available and can be statistically analyzed for 

different purposes, particularly for patent landscape study. 

2.3. Patent landscape 

There is no uniform definition of “patent landscape”. Commonly it is a report aims to answer 

specific questions raised around particular technology within the given timeframe and 

territory. Patent landscape provides with understanding of competitors structure and their 

R&D focus areas. Being a snapshot of patent activity, it serves as an additional support tool 

for decision making during R&D planning, investments allocation, freedom-to operate 

assessment. Nowadays, even policymakers approach patent analytics to support their 

policy decisions (Trippe, 2015). In the scope of this thesis under patent landscape is 

understood an analysis of the relationships between set of patent indicators measured 

against time-based, technical, and geographical dimensions. The analysis intends to 

involve entire population of relevant data instead of a random sample drawn from said 

population (Smith et al., 2017).  

 

Being an anticipatory prescriptive analysis (Pargaonkar, 2016), a patent landscape 

generally covers the following main aspects: publishing trends analysis; patent classification 

codes analysis; distribution of patent publications between offices of first and second filing; 

assignees analysis; inventors analysis and citation analysis.  
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As an invention-counting variable, a patent family is quite frequently used for most type of 

patent landscape analysis. Due to the term is defined by the given patent database, patent 

family may have different characteristics based on which the system combines the 

documents into one family. Commonly there are two main types of families: simple and 

extended patent families. The simple family, being consisting of all patent publications with 

the same priority date or the same combination of priority dates, is an invention specific. 

The extended family consists of all patent publications interlinked with each other directly 

or indirectly through the one priority document. Besides the document with the same priority 

date the extended family includes the publications with other priorities, although related to 

the same invention (EPO, 2020).  

 

Patent classification codes analysis is generally based on IPC (WIPO, 2020a), which was 

created in accordance with Strasbourg Agreement dated 1971. The classification has a 

hierarchical system of language independent symbols for classification of the inventions 

and utility models based on their relation to different technological areas. IPC is a unified 

classification for the patent publications worldwide. Each document has at least one IPC 

code, indicating a technological field the invention related to. IPC is used in more than 100 

countries and renewed on constantly bases in accordance with the technological progress. 

The IPC is a useful tool for patent search and analysis in almost all patent databased 

worldwide. There are also commercial patent classifications as DWPI created to make 

patent search and analysis more accurate and uniform. 

 

The geographical distribution of patent publications is analyzed from the perspective of the 

first and second office filings. Generally, the country, where a patent application has been 

originally filed, is associated with a country of fist filing. All other countries, wherein the 

application has been spread to with the same priority date, are associated with the countries 

of second filing. An office of first filing is used as an indicator of countries or regions where 

the research and development activities are occurred. While the countries of second filing 

reflect in some extent the market strategy of a company. Due to considerable investments 

for foreign patenting, the assignees generally file an application into a limit number of 

countries. Commonly they are countries where the assignees willing to sell the products or 

services associated with the patented technology, manufacture or license thereof (Trippe, 

2015). 

 

Citation analysis is generally divided into two types of analysis in relation to given focal 

patent: backward and forward. The backward citations are prior art citations assigned by 
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assignee while the drafting of patent application and/or by examiner during substantive 

examination. The forward citations are generated by patents filed after the focal one and 

therefore are increasing overtime. The backwards citations provide with an insight about 

knowledge transfer, whereas the forward citations help to assume technological impact of 

given invention (Aristodemou et al., 2018b) . 

2.4. Digital Twin technology 

Digital twin concept is the inevitable outcome of simulation modelling technologies 

evolution. Simulation models and tools have been used to predict behaviour of complex 

systems for more than half a century (Fig. 3). Starting as a tool for highly specific 

applications by a limited group of experts it has grown to become a standard approach for 

system level design. However, limitations in computational capacity have long been a 

critical constraint for the broader application of simulation models. Only the recent 

advancements in high performance computing and ICT technologies in the 21st century 

have enabled conducting the fast and complex calculations comprehensively for the whole 

product life cycle (Boschert & Rosen, 2016).  

 

 

Fig. 3. Simulation technologies evolution (compiled by the author from Boschert & Rosen, 
2016). 
 

Digital Twins root back to 2002 wherein its conceptual framework was first presented by Dr. 

Michael Grieves at University of Michigan. However, due to lack of advanced information 

and communication technologies, the first practical solutions based on Digital Twins were 

embodiment a decade later. Tuegel et al. (2011) described the concept in detail for an 

aircraft structural life prediction, highlighting its benefits for managers as, for example, 

forecast the aircraft maintenance needs and repair costs. In the following years, the concept 
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became extremely popular and spread to other industries, particularly automotive and 

healthcare (Yan et al., 2019). 

 

Digital Twin is covered by different theoretical foundations, including simulation aspect, data 

fusion, interaction and service aspects (Tao et al., 2019). As the technical foundation for 

Digital Twins, the simulation aspect is most studied nowadays (Boschert and Rosen, 2016). 

Data fusion enables Digital Twin to generate Smart Big Data by eliminating unnecessary 

data, known as “garbage data”. Interaction aspect involves mutual and beneficial 

communication between physical and virtual spaces, particularly by application of soft 

sensors. Service aspects relate to data-driven service based on Digital Twins. However, the 

scope and way of bringing value to the service business is still unclear (Donoghue et al., 

2019). 

 

Being consistent with several aspects, the term itself does not have a unified definition and 

conceptual basis agreed by both practitioners and researchers. For example, Borovkov et 

al. (2019) defines a digital twin as a family of complex multidisciplinary mathematical models 

with a high level of adequacy to real systems described by 3D non-stationary nonlinear 

differential equations in partial derivatives, taking into account a multi-level matrix of target 

constraints and resource constraints (for example, time, financial, technological, industrial, 

intellectual, environmental, etc.). The high adequacy means that a variance between the 

results of virtual and real tests should lie within +/- 5%. This definition is comprehensive and 

properly reflects the simulation aspect, being of practical importance for product 

development process. Autiosalo et al. (2020, p. 1204) defines Digital Twin as 

“…a virtual entity that is linked to a real-world entity. Digital twin consists of 

various features that are selected and customized to serve the needs of 

diverse use cases”.  

This definition is more laconic and at the same time a more broad and conceptual view. 

Furthermore, Kritzinger et al. (2018) notes that the term Digital Twin is frequently used in 

academic literature as a synonym of Digital Shadow or Digital Model. However, all three 

terms are distinguished depending on extent of data integration between physical asset and 

its digital representation (Fig. 4). The level of data integration can range from manual data 

flow (Digital Model) and one-way automated data flow (Digital Shadow) to fully two-way 

automated (Digital Twin). In the scope of this study the definition proposed by Autiosalo et 

al., (2020) was considered as the main one. 
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Fig. 4. Level of data integration between physical and digital objects, wherein a dashed 
line is manual data flow and a solid line – automatic data flow; a) Digital Model; b) Digital 
Shadow; c) Digital Twin (adopted from Kritzinger et al., 2018). 

 
According to Borovkov et al. (2019), the reasons of the definition inconsistency are twofold. 

First, it is unsettled terminology and interpretations depending on data processing specifics. 

The other reason is the universality of the term. Besides manufacturing, the definition is 

used in different fields, such as smart cities and commerce, wherein the concept is 

sometimes oversimplified and therefore becomes sketchy and obscure. Moreover, the 

increased popularity of the term and marketers’ activity around it could lead to its 

devaluation and generation of secondary or misleading terminology.  

 

The consensus is needed to facilitate practical implications and to enhance communication 

between stakeholders. It is expected that standards on Digital Twins will harmonize the field 

and increase trust to technology on the market. Lu et al., (2020) highlight several Digital 

Twin related standards in the perspective of manufacturing domain. However, the main 

Digital Twins standards are still under development (ISO, 2019). The same situation is 

observed for concept related technical domains (Appendix 1). 

 

Besides definition issues, Rodič (2017) notes that the character of Digital Twins adoption 

differs between large enterprises and SMEs. The large actors are more concentrated on 

formulation the standardized approaches and architectures enabling integration with their 

R&D activities and manufacturing workflow. SMEs on the other hand are more concerned 

about developing or purchasing of automation technologies.  

 

There are numerous discussions in the literature about opportunities around Digital Twins. 

The advantages are generally considered through the lens of product life cycle. The benefits 

for product development phase is well known and studied (Borovkov et al. 2019). Figures 5 

and 6 graphically present the impact on cost reduction starting from design stage and up to 

launch. Among manufacturing opportunities Kritzinger et al. (2018) additionally outline 

planning and control, maintenance and layout planning. Zhang et al. (2019) note that most 
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academic articles focus on maintenance. According to Boschert & Rosen (2016) the 

reducing production costs and time to market as well as better meet customer needs will 

remain the main values of simulation modelling, including Digital Twins. 

 

Fig. 5. Conventional manufacturing (adopted from Borovkov et al., 2019) 

 
 

 

Fig. 6. Advanced manufacturing (adopted from Borovkov et al., 2019) 
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3. METHODOLOGY 

3.1. Research design 

To answer the research questions a quantitative method as a patent landscape was used. 

The minor qualitative analysis of the patent authorities’ documents and DWPI fields in 

Appendix 5 was conducted for identifying the reasons of patents’ dead and analyzing 

records of T01-N01A2 DWPI Manual Code, correspondingly, to compliment the findings. 

Preparing the patent landscape includes the following steps as shown on Fig. 7: select a 

topic, define the scope of search, determine the type of search to be done, determine which 

database to use, collect the data, prepare the data to be analyzed, perform the data 

analysis, discuss the findings (Trippe, 2015).     

 

 

Fig. 7. Paten Landscape design (adopted from Trippe, 2015). 
 

The topic for the patent landscape analysis refers to current state of digital twin technology. 

The search scope was determined by the country and time coverages. The country 

coverage was worldwide. The depth of search was 10 years from the patent application 

filing date starting from January 01, 2010. Even though the digital twins wave evolving 

dates to 2015 (Fig. 3), it seems appropriate to include a 10-year period. Since activity in 

academic publications on digital twins is traced, starting from 2010. 
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All the patent data presented in the study was retrieved on February 19, 2020. The patent 

documents published after this data were not included into the subsequent data analysis. 

In order to collect the highest possible numbers of relevant documents, a keyword search 

was used. To mitigate the ambiguity of Digital Twin interpretation, solely the keywords 

“digital twin” and “virtual twin” were used for retrieval. Additional search strategies with a 

broader set of search strings (including e.g. real-time, simulation, physics-based and multi-

body dynamics) in various combinations were experimented with as well. They resulted in 

a lot of noise in the sample and were discarded as a result. The Derwent Innovation 

(previously known as Thomson Innovation) was used as a patent database along with 

accompanied search engine (Clarivate Analytics, 2020a). The global patent collection with 

enhanced DWPI patent data were applied, including patent applications, granting patents 

and utility models from 59 worldwide patenting authorities, covering more than 80 million 

patent records, and including INPADOC bibliographic data. 

3.2. Data collection 

For the data retrieval the following search fields were used: title, abstract and claims; title-

DWPI; abstract-DWPI; first claim DWPI. The first patent field is included into the original 

patent documents. The corresponding DWPI specific fields are prepared by the DWPI 

experts in English, highlighting the main aspects of the solutions. The search string used 

was as follows: 

“CTB=((DIGITAL OR VIRTUAL) ADJ TWIN) OR TID=((DIGITAL OR 

VIRTUAL) ADJ TWIN) OR ABD=((DIGITAL OR VIRTUAL) ADJ TWIN) OR 

CL1=((DIGITAL OR VIRTUAL) ADJ TWIN) AND AD>=(20100101)” 

The query retrieved 503 individual records corresponding to 349 DWPI families. For the 

data clean-up the sub search with keywords “lens”, “camera”, “hologram”, “game” with 

subsequent dataset pre-screening and the final entire dataset screening were performed. 

During these processes several documents were excluded as related to digital twin lens 

camera and film twin reflex camera (n=10), trading card authentication (n=1), hologram 

creation (n=5), virtual twin/avatar of users body (n=1), customer verification (n=1), 

misspelling in translations from foreign language into English of “digital double”, “digital two” 

as “digital twin” (n=4), filed before 2010 (n=7). In total 29 records were deleted. The 

remaining 474 records or 323 DWPI families were used for further analysis. The chosen 

dataset consisted of patent applications filed after 2010 year and which the examiners, 

DWPI experts or assignees have designated as related to Digital Twin technology. For 

assignees analysis, the patent families of Siemens AG and Siemens Healthcare GmbH 
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were manually grouped under one name Siemens. The rest assignees were optimized by 

the database. 

3.3. Data analysis 

3.3.1. Patent activity trends 

 
For patent activity analysis a DWPI family count by application year was used (Fig. 8). First 

patent application was filed in 2014. Steady growth is observed from 2016 with considerable 

increasing in 2018, wherein a number of filed patent applications is almost four times higher 

than in the previous year. Despite the continued growth in 2019, the difference in family 

count between 2018 and 2019 is not significant compared to the previous pair 2017-2018 

years. From the revealed trend it could not be concluded that the patent activity has reached 

the first peak. Because the data for 2020 is not presented on Fig. 7 due to 18 months 

publication delay of patent applications. A slightly decreasing is observed in patent granting 

trend, despite the considerable growth of patent filings. 

 

Fig. 8. Patent publishing trends of DWPI families 2010-2020, excluding 5 utility model 
applications (Source: Data from Derwent Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics) 
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In accordance with a legal status of patent applications, 88% of patent families are alive 

(Fig. 9). There are 33 indeterminate and 7 dead patent families. The examination 

documents were analyzed and the reasons why the applications were lapsed are collected 

in Appendix 2. Almost all cases relate to US, expect one rejected in Germany. Interestingly, 

that digital twins related patent portfolio was expressly abandoned by Desktop Metal Inc. 

The reasons of such actions can be a loss of interest to technology or misleading 

competitors. The rest of lapsed patent applications were rejected during examination. In this 

regards it is important to analyze the examiners’ arguments against Digital Twin related 

inventions, disclosed in the independent claims. 

 

 

Fig. 9. Legal status of DWPI families within 2010-2020 years (Source: Data from Derwent 
Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics) 
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According to the Office Action issued on 25.06.2019 (US20190138970 A1 patent 

application filed by General Electric Company) examiner notes that the claimed invention is 

directed to an abstract idea without significantly more. In accordance with the examiner 

opinion: 

«Claim 1 is directed to the limitations of executing a digital twin which comprises a 

virtual representation of an asset, the digital twin being executed based on data 

associated with the asset (Processing information; a Mental Process for Organizing 

and Tracking Information); determining an operational event that has occurred with 

respect to the asset based on the execution of the digital twin of the asset (Analyzing 

the information; a Mental Process for Organizing and Tracking information); 

identifying previous operational events that have occurred and that are related to the 

determined operational event, and generating context for the determined operational 

event based on the previous operational events (Analyzing the information; a Mental 

Process for Organizing and Tracking information); and outputting information for 

display about the generated context of the determined operational event 

(Transmitting information; a Mental Process for Organizing and Tracking 

information), with under their broadest reasonable interpretation, covers 

performance of the limitations in the mind for the purposes of organizing and tracking 

information but for the recitation of generic computer components. That is, other than 

reciting a computer-implemented method and a display device, nothing in the claim 

element precludes the step from practically being performed or read into the mind 

for the purposes of Organizing and Tracking information». (USPTO, 2020e, pp. 2-3) 

 

According to the Office Action issued on 28.09.2018 (US20170323240 A1 patent 

application filed by General Electric Company) examiner notes that: 

«Independent claims recite, in part, generating digital twins of industrial assets, 

requesting data based on an estimated state, receiving of the actual state data, 

updating the data structures to include the actual state data and updating the 

uncertainty level of the estimated states of each of the plurality of subsystems; 

continuously analyzing the digital twins to determine a recommendation pertaining 

to operation of the industrial assets, and present a recommendation to a user 

interface. These steps, when viewed in light of Applicant’s specification, describe 

the concepts which correspond to concepts that have been identified as abstract by 

the court, such as collecting information, including when limited to particular content 

(which does not change its character as information)». (USPTO, 2020d, pp. 4-5) 

According to the Office Action issued on 26.04.2019 (US20190317459 A1 patent 

application filed by Honeywell International Inc.) the Digital Twin related independent claims 

were also rejected as claims being held to assert an abstract idea (USPTO, 2020f). In view 

of the foregoing the declining in grants on Fig. 8 can be conditioned by timelines and specific 

requirements of examination procedures in patent authorities. 
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3.3.2. Geographical distribution worldwide 
 

The map on Fig. 10 shows the distribution of DWPI families based on priority country codes. 

Count of patent families reflects the assignees’ R&D activity around Digital Twins. The 

distribution of records between countries allows to assume the allocation of R&D activity 

worldwide. China and US are the top priority countries. The rest are Germany (14), Republic 

of Korea (10), India (5), United Kingdom (3), Austria (2), Norway (2) and Japan (2). There 

is a high number of EP (16) and WO (5) patent applications, reflecting the assignees’ 

strategy to use the EPO and PCT systems for the first filing. 

 

 

Fig. 10. Priority countries/regions per DWPI families 2010-2020 (Source: Data from 
Derwent Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics) 
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Patent filing originally was initiated by US (Fig. 11). The country shows steady growth till 

2019, when the amount of filed patent applications decreased almost twice. Based on this 

activity dynamic, it can be assumed that in US the technology passed the first peak and 

currently is in consolidation phase (Fig. 2) with low competition and integration of the 

technology into product and processes. New considerable growth of patent activity should 

be observed in US under step of market penetration. The first patent activity in China is 

observed in 2016 and currently shows the considerable growth corresponding to emerging 

phase. The amount of German patent applications, including EP applications, indicates on 

a slow rate of growth of patent activity in this region. The rest of the countries are hard to 

analyze due to the small amount of patent filings over the chosen period. 

 

 

Fig. 11. Patent application filing trends in countries with more than 10 patent families 
(Source: Data from Derwent Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics)  
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The Fig. 12 shows the distribution of forward citations between priority countries, reflecting 

the technological impact of the filed inventions. As can be seen from figure almost all 

countries have zero forward citations, expect China, US, EP and Germany. The EP and 

German patent families have only one forward citation per family. US and China 

demonstrate high count of forward citations. It is remarkable that although US has a higher 

citation rate, China demonstrates competitive citation count. 

 

Fig. 12. Priority countries/regions by forward citations (Source: Data from Derwent 
Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics)  
 

 

The authorities of second filing outline the countries where the assignees willing to receive 

a patent protection. The indicator allows to assume key players' market strategies. 

However, for retrieved dataset the distribution should be analyzed with caution based on 

the following reasons. First, patent activity, which is significant for analysis, is observed 

starting from 2018. Second, the term for foreign patenting is up to 12 months from priority 

date in accordance with Paris convention or up to 30 months in most cases in accordance 

with PCT. Bearing in mind the common 18-months publication delay of patent applications, 

it is obvious that on time of given patent research the relevant data about national phase 

entries was not visible for the majority of retrieved records.  



 

 

Fig. 13. Distribution of full INPADOC patent families created on March 01, 2020 (Source: Data from Derwent Innovation, provided by 

Clarivate Analytics) 



For complete representation of potential market for Digital Twin related inventions the 

distribution of full INPADOC families by country was assessed. 28% of worldwide filings in 

these results are granted. 72% of this result set is pending applications. Higher percentages 

of applications might point to a new or growing market. Although, 0% of companies are filing 

in more than 4 countries. The biggest potential market is US (43,85%). The second is China 

(17,13%). There is also a high amount of PCT patent applications (12,42%) and EP regional 

applications (6,04%). The last one indicates on that the assignees prefer to use PCT and 

EPO systems for international patenting. Australia (4,84%) closes the top five countries. 

The legend on Fig. 13 presents only the top 20 countries. The rest is presented on the map 

and has a share of patent filings lower than 0,07%. 

 

3.3.3. Technology domain analysis 
 

Technology domains were analyzed for DPWI patent families based on DWPI classification 

system and IPC codes. DWPI families combine several patents related to the same 

invention, sharing exact priorities. Analyzing technology classes by family allows to reveal 

the contribution of given invention to the specific domain. At the same time, a patent 

publication generally is assigned with several classification codes. Therefore, on Figures 

14-18 below the same patent family can be counted in different classes and codes 

correspondingly.  

 

DWPI classification system is a hierarchical technology classification developed by subject 

experts and including DWPI Classes and DWPI Manual Codes. DWPI Classes consist of 

three broad areas: Chemical, covering by Sections A-M and including 138 classes; 

Engineering covering by Sections P-Q and including 103 classes; Electrical & Electronics 

covering by Sections S-X and including 50 classes. There are around 26 000 DWPI Manual 

Codes. They consist of the same Section letter and class digits and allows to conduct 

detailed technology domains analysis (Clarivate Analytics, 2020b).  

 

323 DWPI patent families have been analyzed by DWPI Manual Codes (Fig. 14). 

Description of DWPI Manual Codes is presented in Appendix. 3. Generally, the system 

shows the classes or codes with the same number of families in the specific order. 

Therefore, in some cases only the part of classes including the same number of families 

are presented on the graph, whereas the other are omitted. On Fig. 14 all codes, containing 

at least 20 DWPI families, are presented.   
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More than 30 DWPI families contain the following codes: 

• Claimed Software products (T01-S03) 

• Simulation of non-electronic systems (T01-J15H) 

• Database applications (T01-J05B4P) 

• Total central control of factory (T06-A04B7)  

• Vehicle microprocessor system (T01-J07D1) 

 

Fig. 14. DWPI families by DWPI Manual Codes. (Source: Data from Derwent Innovation, 
provided by Clarivate Analytics) 

 
The codes characterize the areas where the assignees are willing to use the Digital Twin 

related inventions. The highest number of patent families relates to claimed software 

products. The code covers patent applications relating to software products described in 

independent claims. Second best is a simulation of non-electronic systems. The next is a 

database application, which is also generally a software related domain. T06-A04B7 code 

refers to central factory control using non-numerical systems. In accordance with DWPI 

Manual Code description the code covers such terms as flexible manufacturing system 

(FMS), computer integrated manufacturing (CIM), multi-machine control, integrated 

manufacturing system (IMS) (Clarivate Analytics, 2020c). 31 DWPI families refer to vehicle 

microprocessor system, including aerospace and shipping.  
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More than 20 DWPI families contain the following codes: 

• CAD for non-electronic applications (T01-J15X) 

• Monitoring (T01-N02B2) 

• Systems using models (T06-A07B) 

• Internet business models (T01-N01A2) 

• Data analysis (T01-J05A2C) 

T01-J15X refers to CAD for all applications, including electrical systems, not covered by 

T01-J15A code (Design and simulation of electrical circuits and hardware) and T01-J15B 

code (Design verification). Monitoring domain includes monitoring computer or network 

communications and hardware. Systems using models in context of Digital Twins generally 

refer to prediction functions aims to support decision making processes. Data analysis 

domain includes the assessing of a company’s financial health, demand prediction based 

on market data, cost estimation models etc. T01-N01A2 relates to business models for the 

Internet. (Clarivate Analytics, 2020c) 

 

Fig. 15. Top DPWI Manual Codes by priority country code (Source: Data from Derwent 
Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics)  
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Fig. 15 shows distribution of DWPI Manual Codes by priority country codes. Due to 

limitations in degree of visualization, only US, China, EP, South Korea and Germany as 

countries with the highest count of inventions were chosen for creation of the 

representation. As shown, all top 10 codes are covered by US and China. US has a 

considerably higher count of inventions related to software products. China holds the 

leading positions in such domains as simulation of non-electronic systems, total central 

control of factory and monitoring. Inventions filed in Germany relate to software products, 

CAD for non-electronic applications and monitoring. The EP filed inventions relate to 6 of 

10 analyzed DWPI manual codes excepting simulation of non-electronic systems, total 

central control of factory, vehicle microprocessor system and data analysis.  

 

To trace a technological activity in time the distribution of DWPI Manual Codes by 

application year was created (Fig. 16). Almost all domains are characterized by steady 

growth within the past five years except minor recession in 2019 for software products, 

systems using models and Internet related business models.  

 

Fig. 16. Top DPWI Manual Codes by application year (Source: Data from Derwent 
Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics) 
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In addition to DWPI Manual Codes a technology domain analysis based on IPC 

classification was conducted. On Fig. 17 are presented the top 10 IPC subclasses. Most of 

them relate to computing, calculating and counting (G06); controlling and regulating 

systems (G05B); transmission of digital information (H04L). The detailed description of IPC 

subclasses is presented in Appendix 4.  

 

 

Fig. 17. Top IPC subclasses (Source: Data from Derwent Innovation, provided by 
Clarivate Analytics) 

 

B33Y and B25J attracts attention, standing out from the rest subclasses and closing the top 

ten. B33Y covers 3D printing. B25J covers manipulators and chambers provided with 

manipulation devices. Under manipulators should be understood handling devices with 

working head capable to move and change orientation under remote control, e.g. industrial 

robots (WIPO, 2020b). Fig. 18 shows that development of additive manufacturing based on 

Digital Twins dominates in US. Whereas manipulators-related technical decisions being 

developed in China. 
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Fig. 18. Top IPC subclasses by priority country code (Source: Data from Derwent 
Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics)  

 

 

3.3.4. Assignees analysis 
 

To reveal the actual patent ownership the Optimized Assignee category was applied. The 

last one provides with the standardized assignees’ names. This is important, due to within 

patent prosecution process in different patent authorities the published name of the same 

assignee can vary. Moreover, in cases where an assignee’s name is not available the 

optimized assignee tool can predict the actual name of the right holder based on AI 

technology. The tool also recognizes the shifts in ownership due to diversities, merges, 

acquisitions or IP sales. Top 20 assignees are presented on Fig. 19. It should be noted that 

five assignees as Ziehl-Abegg SE, Zhengzhou Aeronautics Inst, Yapp Automotive Parts Co 

Ltd, Univ Shanghai and State Grid Corp of China were not included into visualization due 

to limitation of the program to depict up to 20 positions. However, each of them contains 3 

DWPI patent families. All assignees with at least 3 DWPI families are listed in Table 2. The 

rest assignees have 1 or 2 DWPI families (156 in total). In other words, there are a lot of 
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assignees with patent portfolio of 1 or 2 families. It indicates on the increased amounts of 

newcomers in the field.  

 

 

Fig. 19. Top Optimized Assignee (Source: Data from Derwent Innovation, provided by 
Clarivate Analytics)  

 

The highest count of DWPI patent families have General Electric and Siemens. The next is 

Beihang University. The remaining 20 includes eight Chinese universities, five Chinese 

corporations, four US corporations, one Japan corporation, one German company and one 

UK company (Table 2). There is a high number of Chinese universities with at least 3 DWPI 

patent families. 
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Table 2. Top Assignees with at least 3 DWPI families (Source: compiled by the author 
based on the data from Derwent Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics)  

Assignee DWPI family count 

Other 156 

GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY 48 

SIEMENS 40 

UNIV BEIHANG 17 

UNIV GUANGDONG TECHNOLOGY 8 

UNIV SHANDONG 6 

XI'AN JIATONG UNIVERS 6 

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC. 6 

UNIV JIANGSU SCI & TECHNOLOGY 6 

HENAN JUHE SCI & TECHNOLOGY CO LTD 4 

IBM 4 

ALCOA INC. 4 

TONGJI UNIVERSITY 4 

CHINA TOBACCO HENAN IND CO LTD 4 

TOYOTA MOTOR CORP 4 

CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE 3 

DESKTOP METAL INC 3 

BEIJING INST TECHNOLOGY 3 

NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD 3 

ZIEHL-ABEGG SE 3 

ZHENGZHOU AERONAUTICS INST 3 

YAPP AUTOMOTIVE PARTS CO LTD 3 

UNIV SHANGHAI 3 

STATE GRID CORP OF CHINA 3 

HANGZHOU HIKVISION DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY CO LTD 3 
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For analyzing the R&D focus allocation the distribution of DWPI Manual Codes by Assignee 

was performed. In accordance with the data in Table 3, such leaders as General Electric 

and Siemens preferably focus on software applications of Digital Twins. With that both 

companies are active in almost all top 10 fields. Siemens does not have any patent families 

in simulation of non-electronic systems and vehicle microprocessor system. The Beihang 

University, third top assignee, mainly focuses on CAD for non-electronic applications, 

vehicle microprocessor system, total central control of factory and systems using models. 

The US corporations as IBM, Honeywell International Inc. and Desktop Metal Inc. preferable 

concentrate on software products. However, as was earlier mentioned, the last player has 

expressly abandoned a patent portfolio related to Digital Twins. Along with US companies 

the Japanese corporation Toyota Motors intends to use or sell Digital Twin mainly as a 

software product. Against this background, attracts attention the US company Alcoa, third 

largest aluminum producer in the world. The corporation focuses on Digital Twin application 

for simulation of non-electronic systems. Along with Alcoa Corp. high count of patent 

families in this field has Xi'an Jiaotong University of China. The highest amount of patent 

families in total central control of factory has a Yapp Automotive Parts Co Ltd. According to 

data from Table 3 the total central control of factory is associated with monitoring for 

companies who active in the latter field, expect IBM. 

 

Being a service-related, Internet business models code is worth to analyze in more detail. 

For this purpose, all the documents having T01-N01A2 code and more narrowed categories 

thereof were manually collected from the final dataset (Appendix 5). In listed patent families 

the technology mostly described as related to management, maintenance, monitoring, 

prediction and analyzing method. Some documents describe application of Digital Twin 

technology for platforms dealing with maintenance monitoring, community monitoring, 

enterprise development process. Toyota Motor corporation, for example, intends to use the 

digital twin technology to provide customers with accurate and meaningful information for 

determining whether to purchase a used vehicle or not. British company, Nchain Holdings 

Ltd, offers a platform support for Digital Twins’ operations with stakeholders, employing 

blockchain technology. Likewise, the IBM claims the blockchain-implemented smart 

contract management for Digital Twin assets. The invention can be implemented in the form 

of infrastructure or platform being offered as a service for which a cloud consumer does not 

need to maintain resources on a local computing device.  
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Table 3. Analysis of Assignees with at least 3 DWPI patent families by DPWI manual 
codes (Source: compiled by the author based on the data from Derwent Innovation, 
provided by Clarivate Analytics)  
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GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY  28 2 8 2 11 3 1 5 2 4 

SIEMENS 12   7 2   6 4 3 2 1 

UNIV BEIHANG   1   2 3 4 1 2   1 

XI'AN JIATONG UNIVERSITY   5 2   2         1 

TOYOTA MOTOR CORP 4 2     1       1 1 

UNIV GUANGDONG TECHNOLOGY   3   1   1 2 1     

IBM 4       1   2   1   

HONEYWELL INTERNATIONAL INC. 3 1   2       2     

TONGJI UNIVERSITY     1 1 1 2 1     1 

NCHAIN HOLDINGS LTD 1 2     1 1     2   

HENAN JUHE SCI & TECHNOLOGY CO 

LTD   1   1     2   2   

YAPP AUTOMOTIVE PARTS CO LTD       3     2       

UNIV SHANDONG 1 2 2               

UNIV JIANGSU SCI & TECHNOLOGY   1   1 1         2 

HANGZHOU HIKVISION DIGITAL 

TECHNOLOGY CO LTD     1 2       1 1   

UNIV SHANGHAI   2           1   1 

STATE GRID CORP OF CHINA           2 1   1   

BEIJING INST TECHNOLOGY   1     1       1 1 

ALCOA INC.   4                 

CHINA TOBACCO HENAN IND CO LTD     1           2   

DESKTOP METAL INC 2                   

ZIEHL-ABEGG SE           1         

CHINESE ACADEMY OF SCIENCE           1         
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Interestingly, that Digital Twin technology is applied for such backbone industry as electric 

power (Appendix 5). For example, Japanese Central Research Institute of Electric Power 

Industry described a server for Digital Twins for application in electric power grid control 

system, allowing to improve stability of the electric power grid. Likewise, State Grid 

Corporation of China claimed application of Digital Twin for ubiquitous power Internet of 

Things monitoring. The invention relates to a method employing real-time data collection 

for all units ubiquitous in the electric power Internet of Things. The corresponding digital 

twin models are created based on real-time data. The digital twin model is compared with 

the normal state to perform real-time monitoring of the ubiquitous electric power Internet of 

Things. 

 

For analyzing the assignees’ activity within the past years, the graph of optimized assignees 

distribution by application year was created (Appendix 6). As can be seen the pioneers in 

the field are General Electric and Siemens. The first filing by Chinese universities are 

observed in 2017. The rest companies start to demonstrate of their filing activity from 2018 

and 2019. For example, IBM and Toyota corporations filed most of the patent applications 

in 2019, Honeywell in 2018. There is considerable decreasing in patent filing activity of 

General Electric in 2019, whereas Siemens still maintains the pace with high number of 

filings, although with slight decreasing in 2019 comparing to 2018. 

  

The distribution of forward citations shows that the most parts of patent portfolios of such 

companies as General Electric and Siemens does not have the forward citations (Fig. 20). 

Only 10 patent families out of 49 are cited in case of General Electric and 5 patent families 

out of 38 in case of Siemens. It is surprising that all three patent families of Desktop Metal 

Inc. are highly cited, however the company stopped to pursue their prosecution. Noteworthy 

that Chinese universities have the high citation rates. 
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Fig. 20. Forward citation frequency by optimized assignee (Source: Data from Derwent 
Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics)  
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4. DISCUSSION 

4.1. Empirical findings 

The aim of the study was to conduct a patent landscape study on Digital Twins and analyze 

business opportunities around the technology from patent information. To gain these 

purposes two research questions along with four sub-questions were answered: 1) What is 

a current state of Digital Twin technology from patents perspective? a) How active Digital 

Twin technology globally from the perspective of patenting? b) What are the leading priority 

and protection countries? с) What technological domains are being developed now in 

accordance with patent classification? d) Who are the key assignees? 2) What kind of 

impacts the results found could have on business opportunities around Digital Twins? The 

patent data was used to answer both research questions. 

 

In accordance with theoretical development of patenting activity (Fig. 1) and the revealed 

patent publishing trends (Fig. 4), it can be concluded that technology in global scope is still 

passing the emerging phase. The latter is characterized by low competition along with low 

integration of Digital Twins in products and services. The increasing amount of patent 

application filings is not directly correlate with patent grants. Decreasing in granting from 

one hand might be due to delays or rejections by examination, from the other hand due to 

expressly abandonments. Despite a slight decreasing in patent grants, the increasing 

number of new filings is observed for the past two years. 

 

The legal status analysis shows that most part of the retrieved patent document are alive 

(88%). At the same time, the there are several patent applications that had been lapsed. 

Analysis of the lapsing reasons revealed that almost all cases relate to protection in US. 

Wherein a half of the cases were expressly abundant and the rest – rejected by 

examination. The qualitative analysis of rejection notifications showed that USPTO in those 

cases considers Digital Twin as an abstract idea based on computer-implemented 

mathematical methods not subjected to be patentable.  

 

China and US are the top countries of first filing and account for 82% of the total number of 

inventions (Fig. 5). Appreciable activity of priority filings is observed in Germany (4%) and 

Republic of Korea (3%). US passed the first patent activity peak and entered consolidation 

phase in accordance with the S-curve of technological life cycle. The latter is characterized 

by integrating of the technology into products and processes. The rest countries still have 

not reached the first activity peaks. China demonstrates considerable growth of patent 
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application filings within the past two years. Whereas the patent activity of EP region is still 

slowly increasing. Both US and Chinese patent families have a high amount of forward 

citations (Fig. 6), reflecting patent value (Aristodemou et al., 2018b).  

 

For complete representation of potential market for Digital Twin related inventions, the 

distribution of full INPADOC families by country were assessed. Clear leader is US with 

43.85% of patent filings share. The rest are China (17.13%), WO (12.42%), EP (6.04%), 

Australia (4.84%), Japan (2.48%), Brazil (2.28%), Canada (2.28%), Germany (2.01%). The 

rest countries have share less than 2%. Overall, 0% of companies are filing in more than 4 

countries. The latter means that patent data does not show the increasing potential of Digital 

Twins’ market globally. 

 

Technology domain analysis based on DWPI Manual Codes represents the areas wherein 

the assignees intend to use the Digital Twin related inventions. The leading position holds 

by the software products, underlining the crucial role of a unique computer program for 

technology implementation (Appendix 3). DWPI Manual codes also indicate on increased 

importance of Digital Twin in simulation of non-electronic systems and smart factories. 

Whereas there was not significant amount of patent families found for design, design 

verification and simulation of electrical circuits and hardware. Geographical distribution of 

technology domains revealed the US as a top market for software products based on Digital 

Twins. The country account 50 DWPI patent families against less than 7 families in other 

countries (Fig. 15). 

  

IPC subclasses analysis shows that, apart from widely known areas, the assignees intend 

to use Digital Twins in additive manufacturing (B33Y) and industrial robotics (B25J) 

(Appendix 4). Development of the last one is prevalent in China, featuring in total 5 DWPI 

patent families against 1 family in other countries. Whereas development of additive 

manufacturing refers to US, featuring in total 8 against 3 families in China (Fig. 18). 

 

The top players in the field are General Electric and Siemens (Table 2). Having high patent 

portfolio similarity and low interdependence, they can be considered as direct competitors 

(Fig. 1). The top 20 assignees are represented by US companies (Honeywell International 

Inc., IBM Corp., Alcoa Inc., Desktop Metal Inc.). Additionally, the UK (Nchain Holdings Ltd.) 

and Japanese (Toyota Motors Corp.) companies are involved. The rest are Chinese 

companies and universities. The other 156 patent families are distributed between 

companies with 1 or 2 patent families in their patent portfolios. The assignees’ activity 
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distribution in time shows that most of them started to file patent applications since 2018 

(Fig. 20). 

 

Distribution of assignees with at least 3 DWPI patent families by DWPI Manual Codes 

shows that US companies mainly focus on using or selling Digital Twins as software 

products (Table 3). The fields of simulation of non-electronic systems, total central control 

of factory and monitoring are mainly occupied by Chinese corporations and universities. For 

example, in total central control of factory, the Yapp Automotive Parts Co Ltd has the highest 

patent activity, moving ahead of General Electric and Siemens. There is a high interest from 

US, Chinese, UK and Japan companies to Internet business models. The technical domain 

is mainly narrowed down by sub-domain T01-N01A2E associated with value chain services 

providers and integrators, including logistics, production management, web-based shipping 

support, web hosting and integrated on-line management (Clarivate Analytics, 2020c). 

 

The extended patent publication quality analysis was not conducted within the study. 

However, the distribution of forward citations indicates that the amount of patent families is 

not directly correlate with patent quality (Fig. 20). Specifically, General Electric and 

Siemens, having considerable patent portfolios in the field, do not show the appropriate high 

citation rates. Whereas the Desktop Metal Inc., having solely 3 patent applications, shows 

high citation rates for each of them. Notably, Chinese patents have high citation rates, which 

are competing with citation rates of General Electric and Siemens. 

4.2. Limitations of the study 

There are a set of limitations of the study. It is presumed that the invention disclosed in a 

patent is a development intended to be used in the market. However, not only the intention 

to receive a monopoly on the market is an incentive for the companies to request a patent. 

Patent applications can be also filed for misleading competitors (Langinier, 2005) or trolling 

(Heinecke, 2015). In the latter case, patent information cannot be considered as reflecting 

the current market situation and adequately characterize the applicants' technological 

profiles. This can reduce a reliability of the data. 

 

Another limitation is that patent is not a sole strategy. In some cases patenting can be 

replaced by the alternative options as publishing or secrecy (Holgersson & Wallin, 2017). 

Trade secrets are sometimes more attractive to companies due to lack of time constraint 

for the rights and confidentiality. The invention is protected by a know-how that lasts as long 

as a company can ensure secrecy. The main disadvantage of this protection form is the 
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difficulty of keeping the trade secret regime. In addition, inventions that can be imitated by 

reverse engineering, as a rule, are most often protected in the form of a patent. The 

publication strategy means publishing in any publicly available sources, for example, books, 

magazines, promotional material, monographies, academic journals. Any public disclosure 

prior to filing a patent deprives an invention of novelty and an assignee the opportunity to 

obtain a patent. Therefore, companies can use the publication strategy either reflexively or 

intentionally. In latter case in order to deprive competitors of the opportunity to obtain a 

patent for an invention disclosed in a publication. Patent landscape does not consider 

alternative disclosure strategies and, accordingly, cannot objectively reflect the 

technological profile and market intentions of the companies. 

 

Additional limitation is imposed be the chosen databases and the patent landscape report 

providers. Trippe (2015) lists at least 16th companies who offer analysis tools and patent 

databases, including Derwent Innovation (formerly known as Thomson Innovation). Each 

of those companies employs their own data mining and text mining techniques. The latter 

is not in general fully disclosed for the public and therefore hard to benchmark. Overall, 

each analytical tool has its own advantages and disadvantages, with the subsequent 

limitations. Therefore, the selection of a specific database is associated with the adoption 

of corresponding limitations conditioned by the employed software algorithms. 

 

Other limitation concerns the chosen search query and delay in patent publications. For 

data retrieval a combination of search terms “digital twin” and “virtual twin” were used. 

Therefore, patent publications wherein the Digital Twins are disclosed without mentioning 

of said terms were not included into the final dataset for further analysis. The publication 

delay means the 18 months delay between filing and publication dates. This requirement 

generally is performed by the authorities with substantive examination system. The latter is 

common for the majority of countries. Therefore, on the date of patent search not all the 

documents were “visible” for the analysis. 

4.3. Future research 

For future research, from practitioners’ perspective, the qualitative patent portfolio analysis 

of chosen players should be performed in order to find the potential partners or benchmark 

the competitors’ technology. From researchers’ perspective the retrieved data set can be 

qualitatively analysed to study definition and/or technical issues of Digital Twins. 

Furthermore, imprinting the actual patent landscape, the snapshot can be used for future 

patent research in order to trace the changes of Digital Twins' development.  
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5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study provides with patent activity overview around Digital Twins for the past decade. 

Patent publishing trends analysis shows that Digital Twin in global scope is still in emerging 

phase. Consequently, there might be a favourable period for new entrants to share the 

technology competition. At the same time, the considerable growth of patent application 

filings in the recent years could become a minefield in the future for companies willing to 

implement the technology. Even possessing a right patent, the product or service provided 

by those companies may be dependent upon a third-party patent issued earlier (known as 

"dependent patent"). Therefore, appropriate risk mitigation approaches shall be employed 

before entering local or foreign markets. For example, undertaking intensive freedom-to-

operate analysis or licensing agreements. 

 

The R&D activity around Digital Twins is substantially concentrated in China, US and 

Germany, wherein prevalently the US and Chinese publications have high forward citation 

rates. Although previously Chinese patents have been viewed cautiously due to quality 

concerns, particularly in the case of universities’ patents stimulated by subsidies (Fisch et 

al., 2016), the same authors later argued that the quality gap might narrow down soon (Fisch 

et al., 2017). Therefore, Chinese patents should not be diminished during technology 

benchmarking. Passing the first patent activity peak, the US started to slowly integrate the 

technology into products and processes. The distribution of INPADOC families by country 

confirms the leading position of US as a potential market for the technology. The main 

countries also exhibit some regional differences in their area of focus within the application 

of Digital Twin technology. US companies mainly focus on the software products and 

vehicle microprocessor systems, including aerospace and shipping. Whereas, Chinese 

companies are leading in total central factory control, monitoring and simulation of non-

electronic systems. Although, the increased global market potential was not confirmed by 

patent data. 

 

Considering DWPI Manual Codes distribution and emerging phase of the technology, there 

might be a room for IT companies to create platform solutions, supporting digital twins’ 

operation and communication between the stakeholders. The service can be in demand 

with SMEs, who are more willing to purchase automation technologies. (Rodič, 2017). The 

character of DWPI Manual Codes distribution indicates on R&D focus shifting from design 

to the subsequent stages of product life cycle, including service processes accompanying 

the products. The latter is confirmed by high number of patent families related to internet 

business models and data analysis for administration, financial and management purposes. 
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Originally evolving from aerospace industry, Digital Twin increases its spreading and 

adoption by other domains, particularly additive manufacturing and robotics.  

  

The assignees analysis traces the intention of General Electric and Siemens to flood the 

market with patents. Therefore, their patent portfolios should be carefully analyzed for 

excluding technology overlapping or patent rights infringements. Almost 50% of the 

retrieved dataset is hold by companies with 1 or 2 patent families in portfolio. That indicates 

on increased amounts of newcomers in the field. Moreover, almost all assignees from top 

20 started to apply from 2018 (Appendix 6). This could be the first sign of a wave of new 

entrants to the market. Both the patents and standards show that there are not yet IPR 

driven barriers to entry. Given the specific set of capabilities required to develop Digital 

Twins the field could see the emergence of new industrial ecosystems of specialized 

software SMEs producing Digital Twin solutions to network the manufacturing enterprises 

with their stakeholders. Digital Twins inherently lend themselves to supporting ecosystem 

emergence as they may provide defined interfaces and channels for interaction and 

communication between ecosystem participants.  

 

The study has the limitations conditioned by the nature of patents as a source for business 

intelligence. It is presumed that an invention disclosed in a patent is a real development 

intended to be used in the market. However, patent publications can be used for other goals 

such as misleading competitors (Langinier, 2005) or trolling (Heinecke, 2015). These may 

distort the actual landscape. Patents do not cover alternative protections of IP solutions 

such as reliance on highly specific know-how. The 18-months publication delay does not 

allow to reveal the actual patent activity on the date of patent search. For these reasons 

patent activities on Figures 8, 11, 16 and Appendix 6 are limited by 2019. The chosen 

keyword search might not cover the documents wherein Digital Twins characterized solely 

by different synonyms without using "digital twin" or "virtual twin” terminology. 

 

As a future study direction, it is recommended to employ the qualitative research methods 

for analysing the full texts of patent documents.  
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1. ISO standards publishing trend around Digital Twins (Source: compiled by the author based on the information from ISO database 
accessed on 12 December 2019). 
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Appendix 2. List of lapsed patent applications (Source: compiled by the author)  
 

DWPI family   Application Date Applicant/Assignee Decision date Level of DT disclosure Reasons 

DE102016003817  26.03.2016  CCTurbo GmbH 06.03.2018 N/A Final rejection  

(German PTO, 2020) 

US20170173694  16.12.2016 Desktop Metal Inc. 26.03.2019 Description Expressly abandoned  

(USPTO, 2020a) 

US20170252818  06.03.2017 Desktop Metal Inc. 26.03.2019 Description Expressly abandoned  

(USPTO, 2020b) 

US20170252816  06.03.2017 Desktop Metal Inc. 26.03.2019 Description Expressly abandoned  

(USPTO, 2020c) 

US20170323240  08.11.2016 General Electric 06.06.2019 Claims Abandoned, failure to 
respond to an Office 
Action  

(USPTO, 2020d) 

US20190138970  07.11.2017 General Electric  08.11.2019 Claims Final Rejection  

(USPTO, 2020e) 

US20190317459  13.04.2018 Honeywell Intern.Inc. 31.10.2019 Claims Final Rejection  

(USPTO, 2020f) 
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Appendix 3. Top DWPI Manual Codes. (Source: compiled by the authors based on the data retrieved from Derwent Innovation, 
provided by Clarivate Analytics). 
 

DWPI Manual Code DWPI family count Description Scope Notes 

T01-S03 72 Claimed software 
products 

Claimed products based on software, and stored on e.g. CD-
ROM, in which the use of a computer program or software 
components is stated in an independent claim. 

T01-J15H 41 Simulation of non-
electronic systems 

Includes simulation of e.g. thermodynamics and weather 
systems, and includes electrical systems not covered by T01-
J15A code (Design and simulation of electrical circuits and 
hardware) and T01-J15B code (Design verification). 

T01-J05B4P 35 Database applications  For database software applications or systems that use 
databases. 

T06-A04B7 33 Total central control of 
factory 

- 

T01-J07D1 31 Vehicle microprocessor 
system 

Includes aerospace, shipping. 

T01-J15X 28 CAD for non-electronic 
applications 

Computer-aided design (CAD) for all applications (including 
electrical systems) not covered by T01-J15A code (Design and 
simulation of electrical circuits and hardware) and T01-J15B 
code (Design verification). 

T01-N02B2 26 Monitoring Includes monitoring computer/network communications and 
hardware. 

T06-A07B 25 Systems using models - 

T01-N01A2 21 Internet business models - 

T01-J05A2C 21 Data analysis - 
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Appendix 4. Top IPC subclasses. (Source: compiled by the authors based on the 
data retrieved from Derwent Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics and 
WIPO, 2020b). 
 

 

IPC subclass DWPI family count Description 

G06F 106 Electric digital data processing  

G06Q 83 Data processing systems or methods, 
specially adapted for administrative, 
commercial, financial, managerial, 
supervisory or forecasting purposes; 
systems or methods specially adapted 
for administrative, commercial, financial, 
managerial, supervisory or forecasting 
purposes, not otherwise provided for  

G05B 81 Control or regulating systems in general; 
functional elements of such systems; 
monitoring or testing arrangements 
for such systems or elements 

H04L 45 Transmission of digital information 

G06T 24 Image data processing or generation, in 
general 

G06N 23 Computer systems based on specific 
computational models  

G06K 15 Recognition of data; presentation 
of data; record carriers; handling record 
carriers  

G07C 12 Time or attendance registers; registering 
or indicating the working of machines; 
generating random numbers; voting or 
lottery apparatus; arrangements, 
systems or apparatus for checking not 
provided for elsewhere  

B33Y 11 Additive manufacturing, i.e. 
manufacturing of three-dimensional [3D] 
objects by additive deposition, additive 
agglomeration or additive layering, e.g. 
by 3D printing, stereolithography or 
selective laser sintering 

B25J 10 Manipulators; chambers provided with 
manipulation devices  

https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20180101/transformations/ipc/20180101/en/htm/G06K.htm#1065
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20180101/transformations/ipc/20180101/en/htm/G06K.htm#1065
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20180101/transformations/ipc/20180101/en/htm/G06K.htm#1064
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20180101/transformations/ipc/20180101/en/htm/G06K.htm#1434
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20180101/transformations/ipc/20180101/en/htm/G06K.htm#1064
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20180101/transformations/ipc/20180101/en/htm/G06K.htm#1064
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20170101/transformations/ipc/20170101/en/htm/G07C.htm#1431
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20170101/transformations/ipc/20170101/en/htm/G07C.htm#1431
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20190101/transformations/ipc/20190101/en/htm/B33Y.htm#265
https://www.wipo.int/classifications/ipc/en/ITsupport/Version20190101/transformations/ipc/20190101/en/htm/B33Y.htm#266
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Appendix 5. DWPI patent families wherein «Internet business models» code (T01-N01A2) or narrowed categories thereof were noted.  
(Source: compiled by the author based on the data from Derwent Innovation, provided by Clarivate Analytics)  

 

Publ. No., Appl. Date Title – DWPI   Abstract - DWPI Advantage Optimized Assignee DWPI Manual Codes 

KR2019049657A 

2019-04-18 

 

Smart forklift truck 
management system based on 
cyber-physical system, has 
height control informative 
section that appropriates style 
to position of corresponding 
storage cell of article storage 
portion if forklift truck arrives 

The forklift truck operator can accurately 
trace the position in which the article is kept 
and the article can be loaded in the relevant 
position, even if the commodity depot 
becomes large in size. 

4STEC INC Q35-B | Q38-B | T01-
J07D3A | T01-N01A2 
| T04-K02B | T04-
K03B | T06-B01A | 
T06-D08B | T06-
D08F | X25-F04A | 
X25-F05A 

CN110503290A 

2019-04-12 

Full-product life cycle oriented 
digital twin data management 
method, involves connecting 
different blocks by using 
workload-show consensus 
mechanism according to 
timestamp order to form full-life 
cycle data blockchain digital 
twinning 

The method enables ensuring data 
authenticity, and improving convenience for 
analysis of historical data. 

BEIJING INST 
TECHNOLOGY 

T01-E01A | T01-
J05B4A | T01-N01A2 
| T01-N02A2E 

CN109978052A 

2019-03-25 

Smart maintenance method for 
user side energy equipment, 
involves performing abnormal 
attribute classification 
according to device health 
degree image to determine 
specific information of hidden 
trouble and output alarm 
information 

The operation and maintenance cost of smart 
maintenance method is reduced and 
operation and maintenance efficiency is 
improved. 

BEIJING 
POWERFASTER 
TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD 

T01-J05B2 | T01-
J10B2 | T01-N01A2 | 
T01-N01F 
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https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG4DClyRQFmqwOWCHHGRPFPjnfhmEHqW4lJ52GqZEw10bg0e5MjrmkIRiw7zKcoyVMt5Ft13Qb08hN9qD3A7cpqng%3D%3D&code=bbf5939f0541968ffe04369e359920a6
https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG482WK45AORBmkSZGDRQAVJIlwY1tnA810XvrVbKYoLtsrMYFnYbtwqNzv3y0XrOlxeZmp536EMcuDGD699ierWQ%3D%3D&code=2d0a923ba9676ef4dff5390307f859d3
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Publ. No., Appl. Date Title – DWPI   Abstract - DWPI Advantage Optimized Assignee DWPI Manual Codes 

JP2019154201A 

2018-03-06 

Electric power grid control 
apparatus e.g. server for digital 
twins, has simulation run unit to 
perform simulation based on 
data and simulation model of 
electrical various amounts, and 
notification unit to notify result of 
simulation 

 

The electric power grid control apparatus 
improves stability of the electric power grid. 

CENTRAL 
RESEARCH 
INSTITUTE OF 
ELECTRIC POWER 
INDUSTRY 

T01-J04E | T01-
N01A2 | T01-
N02A3C | X12-H01 | 
X12-H03 

CN109146090A 

2018-07-30 

Digital twin body management 
platform based component life 
cycle managing method, 
involves storing digital twin body 
model and component life cycle 
data in server, and establishing 
data interaction process 
between server and client 
terminal 

The method enables utilizing the client 
terminal to remotely access the digital twin 
body model server, improving data 
interaction process in an effective manner 
by utilizing component name and the 
component space coordinate value, 
distinguishing the component under 
different working conditions, recording user 
maintenance and replacement information 
in a database so as to improve component 
life cycle management function of large 
equipment. 

CHINA TOBACCO 
HENAN IND CO LTD 

T01-C02 | T01-
J05B4M | T01-
N01A2 | T01-
N02A2C | T01-
N02A3C 

CN110633263A 

2018-05-30 

Method for naming 3D-model 
based on digital twin body 
device, involves extracting code 
of each part in digital twin 
device, and combining part 
attribute in table corresponding 
to part and extracted part code 
into code and stored in server 

The method enables achieving part name 
uniqueness from the parts the time to a 
complete machine, and realizing program 
processing and personnel identification and 
enterprise for fine management of the 
mechanical equipment. 

CHINA TOBACCO 
HENAN IND CO LTD 

T01-D02 | T01-
J05B4P | T01-N01A2 
| T01-N02A3C 

     

https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG4kUAc4pHnsww1IdXQxNCrLL2vvMsfSqArTtyu6xeNke1gldbWMh1PDpahv074YcD6FgVKaSlNraye8uSq1CLtyA%3D%3D&code=80dc812d78cbd7e041db8759da7954d2
https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG482WK45AORBmkSZGDRQAVJPshebuZvsFt8uVdtanUZn%2FCc8czZZnKJBRDubwxr7QJryzSWxDgDuG1sj1Vz6Ko7Q%3D%3D&code=153c7f274f443d02334510ad289acb39
https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG4DClyRQFmqwOWCHHGRPFPjrtNcr%2BJ5owig%2BWXPtoz79pz08Wf7EpRe2eBSRryyZzIxAO2kg1LW5koqmaDnTn7LQ%3D%3D&code=6c40c4c332092c686650ef5c8489e4e5
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Publ. No., Appl. Date Title – DWPI   Abstract - DWPI Advantage Optimized Assignee DWPI Manual Codes 

US10417614B2 

2016-11-08 

System for providing 
recommendation for optimizing 
operations of set of industrial 
assets such as aircraft, 
presence recommendation in 
user interface for use in 
optimizing operation of industrial 
assets 

(*) GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

T01-J07D1 | T01-
J12B1 | T01-N01A2 | 
T01-S03 | T06-A05 | 
T06-A07B | W06-B01 

WO2019164812A1 

2019-02-19 

Computing system for triggering 
execution of event through 
distributed integrated fabric, has 
processor that is configured to 
trigger execution of event at 
virtual asset hosted by cloud 
platform based on identified 
input data 

The analytic software analyzes data from or 
about a manufacturing process and 
provides insight, predictions, and early 
warning fault detection. 

GENERAL 
ELECTRIC 
COMPANY 

T01-C03A | T01-
N01A2 | T01-
N01D3A | T01-N01F 
| T01-S03 

CN109559039A 

2018-11-29 

Digital twin technology based 
virtual factory service 
cooperation system, has digital 
module and transaction module 
connected with each other, and 
sales information analysis 
module manages production 
problems and problem solving 
situation 

The system has scientific and rational 
design, and is safe and convenient to use. 
The system utilizes the digital twin module 
to plan entire aspects of to-be-
manufactured products, resources and 
locations and to associate different aspects 
to realize cooperation between designers 
and manufacturing personnel. The system 
utilizes the digital twin module to combine 
virtual world production with reality world 
production in an easier manner and to 
generate a detailed job instruction with 
physical plant module design and improves 
production efficiency. 

GUIZHOU 
CASICLOUD 
TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD 

T01-J05B2 | T01-
N01A2E | T01-
N01D3A 

https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG4JC04ngFq1tlR%2BpYVaJWpSVGOIBf%2F82OQ4lqSDbCoxdqYxQ06nnQl30aQqg3alMJTSuefSn9t0mK5m8u4qKQJwg%3D%3D&code=2f3759dde9f3a8ad11d514ea0b7b849d
https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG4fxJrep%2BQFUhEJdAtZ4IOFKLGGBmFuQ5P6hRRWoydi3QWCna%2BrteHpDzAtPG6z91jhciUjM3%2FFaQOioTUeCYu6A%3D%3D&code=1f95496e8dc3ac124a5074850d538049
https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG482WK45AORBmkSZGDRQAVJK%2FZb8Q1OiJz8vFtjEMht8UqPad7L2ZQ5yMFDRb6axW155ngUZ7cUK3buNP9KIKgbQ%3D%3D&code=aa4cf8d862e1f4978d9cb1dfeee8ce27
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Publ. No., Appl. Date Title – DWPI   Abstract - DWPI Advantage Optimized Assignee DWPI Manual Codes 

CN109613895A 

2018-11-12 

Intelligent line digital binous 
system, has virtual space layer 
connected with platforms, 
personal computer and 
handheld device, where virtual 
space layer visualizes result 
data generated by data analysis 
module in information layer 

The system collects real-time state 
information of the physical production line 
through intelligent sensing devices, drives 
the three-dimensional (3D) visualization 
engine to generate a virtual production line 
model consistent with the physical 
production line and realizes the twin image 
of the virtual production line and the 
physical production line. 

HANGZHOU 
HIKVISION DIGITAL 
TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD 

T01-J05B4P | T01-
N01A2 | T01-
N01D1B | T06-
A04B7 

CN108898510A 

2018-06-29 

Digital twins based intelligent 
workshop maintenance 
monitoring simulation cloud 
platform, has alarming output 
module for outputting warning 
information when fault exists at 
inner structures of equipment 

The platform has high intelligent degree, 
and grasps the monitoring information. 

HENAN JUHE SCI & 
TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD 

T01-E01A | T01-
H01B4 | T01-J05B2B 
| T01-N01A2 | T01-
N01D1B | T01-
N01D3A | T01-
N02B2 | T06-A04B7 | 
W02-F01A5 | W04-F 
| W04-W07A 

CN108898255A 

2018-06-29 

Digital twins based intelligent 
community monitoring 
simulation cloud platform, has 
monitoring module fixed on 
service module, and warning 
transmitting module for detecting 
abnormal data in visual 3D 
model and transmitting alarm 
signal 

The platform has quick safety detection and 
high intelligent degree. 

HENAN JUHE SCI & 
TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD 

T01-N01A2D | T01-
N01D3A | T01-
N02B1B | T01-
N02B2 | W01-A06C4 
| W05-A03 
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https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG482WK45AORBmkSZGDRQAVJNd4I%2FC938R5a2Tvhlu8X1cLwW75Xk7vYsiOA4X%2FQG4SWIrZTEfk8OnHNWyA1syPTQ%3D%3D&code=e0bd385b6226a947cb95321dbfca9494
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Publ. No., Appl. Date Title – DWPI   Abstract - DWPI Advantage Optimized Assignee DWPI Manual Codes 

CN108961394A 

2018-06-29 

Digital twins technology based 
virtual-real combination product 
development platform, has 
research module for debugging 
virtual three-dimensional model 
of product, and printing module 
for printing model to form solid 
product to debug entity 

The platform performs enterprise 
development process with virtual entity so 
as to save resource in a better manner and 
improves product development efficiency. 

HENAN JUHE SCI & 
TECHNOLOGY CO 
LTD 

A11-B16 | A11-C04A 
| A12-E | T01-E01A | 
T01-J07B3 | T01-
J10C4 | T01-J10D | 
T01-N01A2 | X25-
A08M2 

US20190317935A1 

2019-04-23 

Method for managing digital 
representation of physical asset 
e.g. mining asset, involves 
performing action on digital 
representation based on 
detecting that conditions defined 
in smart contract are satisfied 

The difference between failure prediction 
and actual failure are minimized. The 
encrypted digital representation of the 
record makes the digital representation 
highly resistant to hacking or improper 
alteration especially as the number of 
transaction logs or nodes increases. The 
encrypted digital record enhances security 
of the asset. 

 

 

INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORP 

T01-D01 | T01-
J05B4A | T01-
N01A2E | T01-
N02A3 | T01-
N02B1B | T01-
N02B2 | T01-S03 

US20190354922A1 

2019-04-23 

Method for managing e.g. digital 
twin, of physical asset, involves 
monitoring written entries of 
blockchain ledger, and 
performing action on digital 
representation based on 
detecting that conditions defined 
in contract are satisfied 

The method enables increasing reliability 
and criticality of the asset to effectively 
maintain history of the asset so as to utilize 
recording data related to labor in an 
efficient manner. 

INTERNATIONAL 
BUSINESS 
MACHINES CORP 

T01-J05B4A | T01-
J07D1 | T01-N01A2 | 
T01-N01F | T01-
N02A3 | T01-N02B2 | 
T01-S03 
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https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG4tQoJvaQ8R8DtNo6hGGtO%2BJHstmRdVBEFlNTCZ%2FgK1CfFp2Dxl5N1f6v0QfBHMz5IjLYiv2fRl18htJc3eszCcQ%3D%3D&code=43c6f12aebb2b982548b392ce56e4c96
https://www.derwentinnovation.com/tip-innovation/externalLink.do?data=eEO7KvKuA%2BZmPC8utuUqQr7lxA0syEOxG1yqA8aIDa%2FHR0Yfnr7aHsH4I3OaAA37ytEXegSSxUP88PZ%2FJk5CQ0F4IIj6EeeZd%2Fly4xNtak9D2Ijuz2cF9Rr1PHQZYuFqg%2FYNe5%2BU%2F6zBxsQ4e9T6wcUaS6C2iUdS1Quy3oxeQInFAX0jXNFh7mzwKSn8aGG4tQoJvaQ8R8DtNo6hGGtO%2BLZtu8mJ2h4Zxl%2FpCX39xhNB1AzQ7m%2F7XR%2BzmjbKz%2BUw%2B6d6ri8CCGcduoWyMBCTbQ%3D%3D&code=8d262ad652352d691bd1767734c05bb9
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Publ. No., Appl. Date Title – DWPI   Abstract - DWPI Advantage Optimized Assignee DWPI Manual Codes 

WO2020018147A1 

2019-01-28 

System for simulating building 
management system, has 
processors for generating 
equipment agent representing 
device that serves space and 
registering space agent and 
equipment agent to space 
communication channel 
associated with space 

The system ensures that communication 
channels are automatically created in 
response to a set of conditions, and 
dynamically modified according to changing 
events or conditions. 

JOHNSON 
CONTROLS INC 

Q74-A02 | Q74-T20 | 
Q74-U02 | T01-
N01A2C | T01-
N02B2 | T06-A05 | 
T06-A07B | T06-A11 
| X27-E01 

WO2019087006A1 

2018-10-23 

Computer-implemented method 
for blockchain network for 
generating immutable 
transaction history of data 
produced by digit twin, involves 
storing data in blockchain after 
receiving data generated by digit 
twin at node of blockchain 
network 

The possibility of adding real time 
information to process can increase 
precision and accuracy of whole simulation 
until point of mirroring exact behavior of 
system or process. Prevents third party 
from interfering with data such that digital 
twin does not properly represent real time 
status of physical system and provides 
misleading information which can lead to 
operation error or failure in the physical 
system. The stored data shall be immutable 
such that accurate and reliable historical 
record of performance of system is 
retained. 

NCHAIN HOLDINGS 
LTD 

T01-D01 | T01-
J07D1 | T01-J12C | 
T01-J15H | T01-
N01A2 | T01-
N02B1B | T01-S03 | 
W01-A05B | W01-
A06E1 | W06-B01 | 
W06-B06 

WO2019087008A1 

2018-10-23 

Method for linking Bitcoin 
blockchain to digital twin in 
blockchain network by 
computing device, involves 
sending sequence of discrete 
messages to receiving node of 
blockchain network for 
subsequent storage of 
transactions in blockchain 

 

The method enables providing possibility of 
adding real time information to dramatically 
increase precision and accuracy of a 
simulation until a point of mirroring exact 
behavior of a system or process. 

NCHAIN HOLDINGS 
LTD 

T01-C07C2 | T01-
D01 | T01-J12C | 
T01-J15H | T01-
N01A1 | T01-N01A2 
| T01-N01D3 | T01-
N02B1B | W01-A05A 
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US20180196409A1 

2017-02-16 

Method for tracking production 
in production facility for 
obtaining searchable 
production records, involves 
providing production site with 
communication access to 
central server and recording 
status and location data in 
database 

The quality control is enhanced to ensure 
the compliance with the strict standards 
on-time delivery. 

PLATAINE LTD A12-E | T01-J05B4P 
| T01-M06S | T01-
N01A2 | T01-
N02A3C | T01-
N03A2 | T01-S03 

EP3539063A1 

2017-09-21 

Method for configuring and 
parameterizing energy control 
system using Internet of 
Things objects, involves 
transmitting configuration and 
parameterization information 
to respective components to 
implement information to 
control components 

The method enables sending the 
configuration and parameter information 
to a secondary controller to implement a 
scheme for coordination of voltage and 
frequency control for power grid stability 
or to a tertiary controller to implement a 
cost- optimal power scheduling scheme 
so as to reduce costs using components 
at optimal times to experience cost 
savings. 

SIEMENS 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 
DE 

T01-N01A2 | T01-
N01F | T06-A05 | 
T06-A07B | T06-A11 

EP3583557A1 

2018-03-16 

System for modeling product 
data related to lifecycle of 
product, has instance model 
which is provided with instance 
nodes related to product data, 
each instance node generated 
in response to receiving new 
product data 

The hard-wired circuitry can be used in 
place of or in combination with software 
instructions, and thus applied to any 
combination of hardware circuitry and 
software. The temporal evolution allows 
access to historical generation and 
expiration of nodes, edges and links, and 
can be maintained and tracked in a 
system memory. 

 

SIEMENS 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 
DE 

T01-J20B1 | T01-
M06S | T01-N01A2E 
| T01-N02A3C 
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2019-06-14 

Method for providing context 
based artefact access to 
tenants of cloud computing 
system, involves retrieving 
context data (CD) associated 
with artefact from artefact 
repository stored in database 
of cloud computing system 

The tenant can store his information and 
documents securely and possibly 
encrypted in the database of the system. 
The context delivery service API which 
enables the user or tenant to link 
additional documents, data, multimedia 
assets or any other content to enrich 
asset data, internet of things (IoT) model 
entities or application features to 
artefacts and, thus, having the secured 
access to the context information during 
execution of the application. 

SIEMENS 
AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT, 
DE 

T01-D01 | T01-
F01B1 | T01-J05B4P 
| T01-N01A2 | T01-
N01D1 | T01-
N01D3A | T01-
N02B2 

CN110503338A 

2019-08-26 

Ubiquitous power Internet of 
Things (IoT) monitoring 
method, involves comparing 
digital twin model with normal 
state to perform real-time 
monitoring of ubiquitous 
electric power Internet of 
Things 

The real-time dynamic monitoring on the 
electric power internet of things in each 
area is performed. 

STATE GRID CORP OF 
CHINA 

S02-K01 | T01-
J10B2 | T01-J15X | 
T01-N01A2 | T01-
N01F | T01-N02B2 | 
W05-D06E1 | W05-
D07F | W05-D08C1 | 
X12-H01 

US20190294975A1 

2018-03-21 

Method for facilitating 
prediction of event data using 
twin at computing device in 
communications network, 
involves computing prediction 
of event data received directly 
at digital twin by inputting input 
structure to learning 
component 

The method enables computing a 
prediction of event data of the stream of 
event data received directly at the digital 
twin by inputting the input structure to a 
machine learning component so as to 
improve accuracy when errors in which 
noise in gossiped data is mistakenly 
detected as indicating a need for 
aggregation or a peer relation are 
significantly reduced. 

 

SWIM IT INC, CA T01-J16C1 | T01-
J16C2 | T01-
N01A2E | T01-N01F 
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2018-03-19 

Method for analyzing vehicle 
components, involves receiving 
digital data recorded by sensor, 
describing vehicle as it exists in 
real-world and updating digital 
twin of vehicle based on digital 
data describing vehicle 

The report described by the report data 
provides end customers with accurate and 
meaningful information that they use, when 
determining whether to purchase a used 
vehicle. The driver enables the automated 
system only when it is safe to do so. The 
digital twin system is able to accurately 
update the vehicle model based on the 
onboard data. The digital twin accurately 
simulates the performance of the vehicle, 
while experiencing the modified 
performance caused by the depreciation 
events and appreciation events described 
by the onboard data and the measured 
data. 

 

TOYOTA MOTOR 
CORP, JP 

T01-J07D1A | T01-
L01 | T01-N01A2 | 
T01-N01D | T01-S03 
| T05-G01 

CN106530111A 

2016-12-01 

Intelligent cotton CPS 
framework manufacturing 
method, involves establishing 
digital binous model, 
determining various control 
decision, and transmitting 
control instruction to physical 
world of each entity for working 
together 

The method enables calculating core 
network and mass with intelligent 
perception through cotton production period 
of overall process data, realizing intelligent 
cotton spinning production process so as to 
achieve efficient equipped with various 
kinds of resource, and optimizing 
production process for improving production 
efficiency. 

 

UNIV DONGHUA T01-N01A2 | T01-
N01D | T01-N02A1 | 
W01-A07G 
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Digital twin based on intelligent 
workshop true synchronous 
monitoring system, has virtual 
workshop for completing 
preliminary location based on 
initial data, and completing 
virtual simulation monitoring 
function synchronization 

The system can perform real-time 
synchronous simulation of a physical plant 
in a virtual workshop through digital twin 
technology, improves the monitoring of the 
health state of intelligent workshop through 
real-time simulation of virtual workshop and 
storage of historical data, and makes the 
enterprise workshop production to be safer. 

UNIV SHANGHAI T01-J15H | T01-
N01A2E | T01-N01F 
| T01-N02B2B 

CN109471377A 

2018-11-22 

Digital twinning based two-axis 
X-Y leather product cutting 
machine controlling method, 
involves realizing remote Web 
user by building management 
system, and obtaining analysis 
and processing data by analysis 
and processing of data 

The method enables realizing full-life-cycle 
of the product design to provide 
manufacturing and service so as to improve 
system operation efficiency, thus ensuring 
maximize production and asset availability. 

UNIV ZHEJIANG 
SCI & 
TECHNOLOGY 

T01-J07B | T01-
N01A2 | T01-
N02B1E | T01-
N02B5 | T01-N03 | 
T06-A04B | T06-A11 
| T06-D07C 

     

     

 
(*) - A flight schedule of an aircraft can be beneficially changed to reduce fuel and service costs while meeting airline asset utilization criteria associated with 
operating the aircraft. The operating cost optimization is enabled to minimize fuel consumption and/or the opportunity costs of reliability. The service provider 
realize the new range by being able to minimize an amount of expensive inventory that must be kept in various shops and by having more control over the 
load levels at particular shops based on better improved forecasting of upcoming maintenance tasks. The simulator/optimizer can be single customer 
experience excessive risk and is willing to hedge that risk, while the original equipment manufacturer (OEM) offering services solutions and controlling for 
their contracted performance outcome using the system can pool this risk amongst a portfolio of assets, thus providing a real option value to up-rate the 
assets in some way to reduce risk. The physical states of the industrial system automatically estimated and adaptively controlled through time by assigning 
their operations will enable the achievement of desired life, reliability, maintenance workscope that is a function of life or as a function of higher level key 
performance indicator (KPI) that are optimized for objectives such as shop and production control, fulfilment, used serviceable inventory repair and stocking. 
A beneficial feature of the system is to match the time requirements and accuracy of the control action by dynamically managing the computing processes 
of the control system. 
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Appendix 6. Top Optimized Assignee with at least 4 DWPI families by application year (Source: Data from Derwent Innovation, provided by 
Clarivate Analytics)  

  


